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New research on the $1bn + market for enterprise and IP
storage used for video surveillance
This document outlines the coverage of the 2017 edition of the IHS Markit report titled
“The World Market for Enterprise & IP Storage used for Video Surveillance”. Building on
the 2015 edition, this new research will analyze the latest changes in the market for
video surveillance storage. As demand for video surveillance cameras continues to grow
so do the requirements for the associated storage systems. An increasing number of
vendors are addressing the specialized needs of this market.
Sample figure – Enterprise and IP storage used for video surveillance by product
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External direct attached storage
Internal direct attached storage
Network attached storage
Storage area network
Video surveillance recorders

Key questions answered
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By End-user industry
By Virtualization

surveillance?

 Which regional and end-user industries will grow the fastest over the next five
years?

End-user requirements
Cloud

 Which types of storage solutions will be the most popular over the forecast period?
 How will the market be affected by key trends such as:
 increasing camera resolution
 extended retention times
 higher density storage devices
 multiple uses of video surveillance
 use of video for evidence
 Which are the largest manufacturers in the market, by region and by type of

Retention of video surveillance data
Video analytics

 How will competition between IT vendors and video surveillance vendors develop?
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 What is the size of the global market for enterprise and IP storage used for video

Economic factors
The video surveillance market
Changes to legislation and regulation
The competitive environment

Storage media
Redundancy, archival, and back-up
Video used for evidence
Virtualization

storage solution?

NEW for this edition

Applicable To

 Analysis and discussion of compute







used for recording
 Full Middle Eastern market breakout
 Data also presented for World
excluding China

Equipment manufacturers
Software vendors
System integrators
Consultants and end-users
Investment companies
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addition to his storage research he is a
lead analyst on the IHS Markit video
surveillance intelligence service.
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As well as syndicated research Josh
also provides related custom research
and consultancy. He has worked with
many leading camera, software and
storage vendors on a wide range of
projects with IHS Markit.
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include: ISC West (Las Vegas), IFSEC
International (London), ASIS (various)
and SECON (Seoul).
Josh is based in the company’s office in
Wellingborough, UK and he holds a BSc
in Natural Sciences from the University
of Birmingham. Josh has been with IHS
Markit for over 5 years and prior to this
worked in market research at TNS
Global.
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Why buy this research:
 Highly granular, bottoms-up analysis of the video surveillance storage market.
 IHS Markit has been covering the video surveillance industry since 2004.
 This research utilizes video surveillance camera data from the regularly updated
IHS Markit video surveillance intelligence service.

 Thorough primary research and forecast method.
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